Abound®

WORKSTATIONS

ELEVATE YOUR
EXPECTATIONS.
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SETTING A HIGHER STANDARD
Greater flexibility. Higher quality. Smarter technology. Abound offers all that and more to deliver
high-performance workspaces. Every component is designed with the other in mind, such as the new
open base frame, allowing the entire collection to work together seamlessly to maximize planning
options. Exacting construction and sturdy materials provide rock-solid durability and keep Abound
working hard and looking good for years to come. Even the electrical and data cabling was designed
to offer greater capacity, faster installation and easier reconfiguration. By setting a higher standard
today, Abound makes it easy to be ready for tomorrow.

CREATING A STRONGER FOUNDATION
An optional new Open Base frame brings
a lighter scale aesthetic to Abound, while
also enabling easier cleaning underneath the
panels and allowing for continuous airflow.
Abound panels shown with Ceres® seating
and Flagship® pedestals. Inspired by Galaxy
palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
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FEWER PARTS, MORE OPTIONS — Abound not
only works everywhere, it’s easy to install anywhere.
With a minimal kit of parts and intuitive universal
connectors, Abound can be specified, ordered,
installed and reconfigured quickly.

Abound panels shown with Ignition® seating,
Contain® credenzas, and Flagship pedestals. Inspired
by Spice palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
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PERSONAL SPACE
Abound panels stack 110" high to support
visual privacy and concentration.
Abound with Sunrise Plains tiles and frameless
glass with Lota® seating and Voi pedestals. Inspired
by Campfire palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes

SPACES THAT PERFORM
From reception areas and open environments to teaming spaces and private offices, Abound’s mixed
materials, tiles and finishes complement any existing décor and create a unified aesthetic. Straight
lines, crisp edges, and rectilinear worksurfaces fit precisely together to create a tailored, architectural
presence. With a variety of layout options and compatibility with HON storage and freestanding desks,
the options with Abound are endless.

TEAMING WORKSTATION
Balance collaboration and privacy with shared worksurfaces and panel dividers.

Abound shown with Ignition seating and Contain credenzas.
Inspired by Academy palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes

RECEPTION AREA
Welcome visitors while keeping private work neatly concealed and organized.

Abound shown with Nucleus® seating and Flagship laterals.
Inspired by Campfire palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes
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Abound shown with Coordinate Height
Adjustable base, Voi credenza and Nucleus
seating. Inspired by Sprout pallette.

UNIQUELY YOU
Regardless of your style, Abound allows you to express it with a mix of tiles, materials, and finishes.
Combine tiles to make your office look and work just the way you want. Corporate or casual, relaxed
or refined...your image options are endless. So get organized, enhance communication, boost privacy,
support technology, open things up, make a statement: Abound does it all.
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A. TILES
Ready for a new look? You can easily
switch out tiles to achieve different
aesthetic or functional goals. Tiles can be
placed in interchangeable positions up and
down a panel frame.
B. STORAGE
Factory-assembled overhead cabinets and
modular storage components are easy to
install and allow everyone to customize
their storage around their specific needs.
C. ORGANIZATION
Keep everything neatly tucked away with
a variety of organizational tools, including
paper management solutions, folder bins,
CD holders, and more.

C

D-E. POWER UP
Position power and data outlets at the
desktop, panel base, or both. Lay-in
capabilities—electrical and data in the
baserail or data in the top channel—
expand cabling capacity and make
reconfigurations easy.

D

E
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Abound shown with Nucleus seating and
Contain storage. Inspired by Midnight
palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes

MILES OF TILES
Support all the various work styles of an entire office with a range of tile options, materials and
fabrics. Panels stack up to 110” high, for practically unlimited expansion. Tiles can be placed in
interchangeable positions up and down a panel frame, for greater design flexibility. The selection
accommodates any vision—and practically any budget.
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FABRIC
Tackable and acoustical, powered or not.

FROSTED GLASS
Welcome light into the work area
while offering increased privacy.

CLEAR GLASS
Increase access to natural light and views.

PLAINS
Evoke nature with a fluid,
organic pattern.

SLOTTED TOOL
Metal accessories can be painted to
coordinate with panels.

MARKERBOARD
This magnetic tile is a great
communication tool.

HARD-SURFACE
Easily wipe clean in high-traffic areas, or add
the warmth of woodgrain.

FRAMELESS GLASS TILE
Provide access to natural light
and create clear sightlines.

Abound Brochure
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FRAMES

TILES AND ACCESSORIES

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

SLOTTED TILE
ACCESSORIES

TACKABLE ACOUSTICAL TILES

POWER/DATA TACKABLE
ACOUSTICAL TILES

PAPER MANAGEMENT
SUPPORT BAR

OPEN BASE FRAMES

CLEAR GLASS TILES

FROSTED GLASS TILES

PAPER SHELF

ABOUND DOOR

SLOTTED TOOL TILES

MARKERBOARD TILES

ACCESSORY SHELF

HARD-SURFACE TILES

PLAINS TILES

PHONE TRAY

PANEL FRAMES

STACKING FRAMES

FRAMELESS GLASS

CD/PENCIL HOLDER

SORTER TRAY

FOLDER BIN
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WORKSURFACES

STORAGE

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW

PRIMARY

CORNER WITH STRAIGHT EDGE

CORNER WITH CURVED EDGE

2-HIGH LATERAL

3-HIGH LATERAL

4-HIGH LATERAL

CORNER COVE

PENINSULA

WEDGE

5-HIGH LATERAL

LATERAL FILE WITH BOOKCASE

LATERAL FILE WITH STORAGE

JETTY

WAVE

QUARTER-ROUND

CONTAIN PEDESTALS

CONTAIN TOWERS

METAL OVERFILE

HALF-ROUND

SPLIT-TOP CORNER

120° CORNER

FILE CENTER

FREESTANDING PEDESTAL

MOBILE PEDESTAL

PEDESTAL SEAT CUSHION TOP

CONTAIN PEDESTALS

OPEN STORAGE CABINET

STORAGE CABINET WITH
FLIPPER DOOR

STORAGE CABINET WITH DOORS

METAL SHELF

60° WEDGE

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE
BASE

COUNTERTOPS

STRAIGHT

CORNER

COORDINATE™ BASE

LAMINATE SHELF

SUPPORTS

END PANEL

O-LEG

UNIVERSAL SUPPORT
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THE SOLID CHOICE
As good as Abound looks, it’s even better on the inside. Metal
panel trim, frames and connections give Abound superior
strength. The solid structural integrity, high quality materials and
superior construction are designed to withstand reconfiguration.
Even the overhead storage cabinets are factory-assembled
to ensure long-term use. Add in the confidence of the HON
Full Lifetime Warranty and you can be sure your investment is
protected for as long as you need it.

Abound shown with Abode™ desks and
Contain storage. Inspired by Academy
palette. hon.com/fabrics-finishes

For more information, visit hon.com/abound
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